16 January 2013
Redimix Concrete
18 – 20 Armstrong Street
Tamworth NSW 2340
Attention:

Mr. James McDonald

Dear James,
RE:

CONCRETE SUPPLY
NEW ENGLAND AND NORTH WEST REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE (‘NENWRCC’)

On behalf of myself and the RCC project team, I am writing to personally express our
gratitude in regard to your company’s efforts throughout the course of construction for the
NENWRCC project.
As a brief overview, the project consisted of a 3 storey reinforced concrete structure to
house all oncology operations at the Tamworth Rural Hospital including radiation treatment.
RCC engaged Redimix for the supply of 4,560 cubic metres of ready-mixed concrete over
the 12 month construction period.
The two radiation bunkers were mass concrete structures with very specific concrete
design parameters that had to be achieved in order to ensure radiation shielding design
requirements were satisfied. Redimix undertook research to develop appropriate trial
mixes for testing to determine which mix would meet the design requirements to ensure
the concrete delivered would be what the project required. Knowing prior to commencing
construction that this technical specification for the bunker concrete could be achieved
alleviated a substantial risk from the project for RCC.

Furthermore, given the very detailed and specific construction sequence for the bunkers,
combined with the time of year these structures were being poured, it was necessary for
the four separate pours to commence at 4am to avoid placing concrete in the heat of the
day which could impact the curing and the integrity of the end product. Redimix’s
willingness to open the plant to accommodate this start time and commitment to providing
an uninterrupted service was also vital to the success of the project.
Over the entire course of the project, RCC were impressed with Redimix’s commitment,
technical support and level of customer service which made for a successful, positive and
enjoyable project experience. I have no hesitation in recommending the services of
Redimix for any project and would once again like to thank you for your efforts.
Yours Sincerely,

TRENT SUTTON
Project Manager

